
DW Mobile Plus™ App

Our flagship mobile app, DW Mobile Plus™ for Apple and Android
smartphones and tablets is a free app that works seamlessly with Digital
Watchdog’s popular VMAX® A1 Plus™ DVRs. DW Mobile Plus allows you to
register an unlimited number of surveillance system sites, then view and
playback up to 16 cameras at a time. To download the app, search ‘DW®’ or
'DW Mobile Plus' in the Apple App Store, Google Play Store or click the links
below:

Features
Access your video surveillance systems with the touch of a

finger.

Supports unlimited sites.

Intuitive and easy to use.

Simple QR code scan to connect to a VMAX® A1 Plus™ recorder

P2P (coming soon for IP Plus™).

Easily choose a site to view from a thumbnail image, grid or list

view.

Instant remote camera monitoring and playback.

View 1, 4, 9 or 16 cameras at a time.

 Go from live to recorded video instantly.

Just spread your fingers to control the timeline.

Fingertip PTZ camera control.

Easy calendar search.

Supports audio (requires a camera with audio).

Easily add time and weather information to the app.

Onscreen tutorials are easy to understand.



Specifications

Functions

Layout options Live video, Preset layouts, Live thumbnails, Archived video

Number of sites Unlimited

Number of viewing channels 4, 16, 1, 9

Remote connect  PathFinder™ QR code scan to connect

Mobile Apps Features

Advanced PTZ control Point, pan, zoom, tilt controls, move to presets

Audio From the camera

Calendar search Search by date and time

Onscreen help Embedded tutorials and tips

Pinch-to-zoom Digital zoom in live and playback

Smart motion search Search your video for motion-based events

Streaming

Multi-system switching Switch between an unlimited number of systems quickly via saved
connections

Technical

App size iOS: 54.6MB, Android: 88MB

Supported OS Tested and supported iOS: 12 or higher, Tested and supported Android OS:
Version 5.0(Lollipop) or higher

Video

Compatible Recorders  VMAX A1 Plus DVRs (DW-VA1P), VMAX IP Plus NVRs (DW-VP), Blackjack
NVRs (DW-BJ)

Video Operating System iOS, Analog, IP
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